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Operating/assembly instructions for roller board 
 

Thank you very much for choosing a  product. We want to make sure 
that you can enjoy this product, so here is some important advice for your safety as 
well as for the use and maintenance of the equipment. Please read these 
instructions fully before you assemble and use the equipment. 

 

 

The ergo roller board is made from sturdy plywood with a clear varnish. For optimum 
rolling, the roller board is fitted with particularly easy rolling, ball-bearing-mounted 
swivel castors. The high-quality swivel castors have solid rubber tyres ensuring the 
board runs smoothly and has a long lifespan. 
Please ensure that these roller boards are only used indoors and on smooth floors 
(there are special roller boards for outdoors and tarmac, e.g. the 'all terrain' roller 
board, Prod. code 128 6306). 
The roller board has additional holes for optional accessories such as the 'fixed ball 
handles'* and 'towing rope'*. 

 
The ergo roller board is designed for a maximum load of 120 kg and is only 
suitable as a piece of indoors sport and leisure equipment. 
Make sure your hands do not get into or under the castors. The roller board is only 
suitable for its intended use. Improper use voids the warranty. 
The following versions are available: 

 
 
Roller board with single castors  
Prod. code: 128 5404 
The bestseller from Sport-Thieme! 
The quality roller board for schools, clubs and sport. 
Ideal for group games, races, balancing  
and ball games. 

 
 
 
Roller board with double castors  
Prod. code: 128 5446 
Suitable for soft hall floors! 
The double castors increase the contact surface of the 
wheels. Ideal for group games, races, balancing  
and ball games. 
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Roller board with protective caps  
Prod. code: 128 5459  
The protective caps prevent  
fingers getting into the castors! 
Fingers on the floor are gently pushed away 
from the castors. 

 
 
 
Roller board with protective edges 
Prod. code: 128 5462 
Roller board with protective edges! 
Ideal impact protection. When the roller board hits an 
obstacle, it gently bounces off and thus prevents 
damage to the roller board, wall, vaulting boxes, wall 
bars and other objects. 

 
 
 
Safety roller board   
Prod. code: 128 5475 
Increased safety through protective caps and 
edges  
Protective caps − fingers on the floor are gently       
pushed away from the castors. 
Protective edges − ideal impact protection, prevents  
damage to the roller board and to walls.  

 
 
 

 
Storage trolley* 

Prod. code: 131 0102 

 
 
 

Fixed ball handles  
Prod. code: 127 8604* 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Towing rope 
Prod. code: 126 0117-3* 
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The products marked * are not included. 
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Caution: Do not overload the equipment! 
 
 

Maintenance and care instructions 
 

Instructions:           Carry out a visual check at regular intervals. Due to our 
continuous quality control of the products, technical changes 
may occur which may lead to slight deviations in the 
instructions. 
Check at regular intervals that the screw connections are tight. 
Check the equipment for possible damage and replace 
worn-out parts. Check the condition of wooden elements 
as chipping and other signs of wear can result from use. 
Ensure that moveable parts are free-moving. 

 
 
 
 

We are happy to answer any questions you may 
have. 

 
Your Sport-Thieme Team 


